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David Saddington
Climate Change Communicator, Scientist and Enviropreneur
Influencing UK & international policy, fronting a pioneering climate media campaign that
reached over 3 million people and giving a TEDx talk at London's O2 arena are just a few of
David Saddington's achievements as a climate change activist since experiencing a stark
introduction to the impacts of climate change as a thirteen year old.
As a climate change communicator David works to raise the profile of the issue through
blogging for media outlets like the Huffington Post, writing book contributions and organising
innovative large scale public awareness events in the centre of UK cities involving outdoor
cinema, interactive science experiments and panel debates. He is constantly looking for new
and innovative to engage the public and is currently exploring using Virtual Reality technology
to tell the story of climate change.
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After leading education reforms to get climate change on school curricula David has pursued
his own academic work studying climate science and a broad range of climate impacts from
the environmental to economic, security & health implications.
Now at 23 David continues to be a contemporary voice and advocate for climate change
action, speaking to a range of audiences around the world - from United Nations Conferences
to MTV. David speaks about the opportunities and challenges from tackling climate change
from his experience consulting on the implementation of carbon and energy policies and on
sustainability initiatives with multinational corporations. He always seeks out innovation and
ways to re-energise the conversation around this global challenge.
Website: https://www.davidsaddington.co.uk/
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